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the big book of
english words and pictures
This large-format, innovative word and picture book introduces children as young as 2
to basic language structure and 200 first words used in everyday life, in the company
of friendly heroes Foxy, Tom and Nina.
Each of the 15 colour double-pages introduces a theme organised into 3 easily
identifiable sections: A picture and word list on the left page, a fun illustrated scene on the
right with words in context, and a “look-and-find” game to check language acquisition.

Learn English with Cat and Mouse
Praised by Kindergarden and primary school teachers, this series of books with
CD/MP3 offers a fun topic-focused introduction to English. Graded in 3 levels of
difficulty, it is accessible to children as early as 3 years old.
Stéphane Husar, Loïc Méhée

14,90 € • Book with CD • 24 x 24 cm • 32 or 36 pages
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Anne-Sophie Cayrey, Stéphane Husar, Alexandre Bonnefoy

14 € • 24 x 31 cm • 40 coated pages

Audio Bonus! Listen to the words, dialogues and games!
Flash the QR code on the backcover or downlaod
the free MP3 at www.abcmelody.com
more than
200 illustrated
words

15 illustrated scenes
with dialogues

Look and
Find game

� Also
available in:

LEARN THE COLOURS!

MEET THE ANIMALS!

Red, blue, yellow, brown, white… learn the
colours in English and find out where all the
flying balloons come from… A fun day full of
music and rythm!

Cat and Mouse meet funny animals. Do you
know that an English cow says moo? So
imagine what the cockerel, the monkey, the
lion would say...

EAT GOOD FOOD!

LET’S GO SHOPPING!

With Cat and Mouse, discover delicious fruit
and vegetables of all shapes and colours.
They all look so good… Yummy!

Let’s go and buy colourful clothes with our two
friends. Skirts, socks, trousers, hats, shoes…
But wait, Cat and Mouse... Do you really need
clothes?

A1
French

German

Spanish

Italian

CEFR

Learn English with Cat and Mouse

GO TO SPACE!

GO TO LONDON!

GO UNDER THE SEA!

GO TO SCHOOL!

Meet our two friends in their rocket, destination:
the Outer space for an incredible adventure!
Get on board and learn the names of planets in
English.Ready? 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... And lift-off!

Cat and Mouse visit London! Follow our two
friends in the English capital for a very British
day full of surprises and souvenirs!

Go on a secret mission on board the Nautilus
and discover, in English. life in the deep sea.
Save a turtle in distress, meet the monster of the
Ocean… Ready? Let’s dive in!

Join our two friends on their first day at school.
New things to learn, new friends to make, and a
new schoolbag full of surprises!

Double spread illustrations

COME TO MY HOUSE!
Welcome to Cat’s house, meet his family and
his new pet. But Coco has disappeared. Where
has he gone? Join the fun chase through every
room in the house to find the cheeky bird…

FEELINGS
Follow our friends at the circus on a journey
full of emotions! It’s not always fun to be tired,
angry or sad… But with the help of a good
friend, everything gets easier!

Dialogues in
speech bubbles

A1
Levels

➊ + ➋ prepare young readers for real stories at level ➌!

CEFR

� Series also available for learning German:

ICH LERNE DEUTSCH MIT KATZE UND MAUS

Audio CD/MP3 with dialogues,
musical effects and vocabulary

LITTLE ZOO
This 4-book series in English for 3-6 year-olds features friendly animals in tender
and fun situations. The text starts with a few simple words building up to tell a
touching story. Themes include friendship, sharing, feelings. Each title comes with
a free downloadable mp3 version of the story with music and...a well-known tales
favourite who invites himself in each book!
12 € • 20 x 21 cm • 40 pages

Free downloadable mp3 with recorded story,
music and sound effects at www.abcmelody.com

HUNGRY BEAR

HAPPY MONKEY

FUNNY PENGUIN

NOISY CAT

Maisie Fieschi, Clothilde Delacroix

Stéphane Husar, Clothilde Delacroix

Stéphane Husar, Clothilde Delacroix

Stéphane Husar, Clothilde Delacroix

Today, Baby Bear is very hungry with a
craving for honey. How lucky, the sun is
shining and the family is off to a picnic. All
aboard the Bear car for a fun day in the
fresh air with new friends to meet...

Little Jack is sad. Today is his birthday but
he is lonely... His special day gets worse
when a group of bullying monkeys mistreat
him. But the lucky appearance of a new
friend will save the day. Happy birthday
Jack!

Milo and Pablo are two playful penguins!
Everyday, they meet and head for
the
playground.
Slides,
merry-gorounds, swings... it’s so much fun!
And a game of hide-and-seek to finish the
day with a big surprise in store!

It’s not much fun playing music on
one’s own with no-one to share the
excitement... Without mentioning parents
complaining about the noise. Off to the
garden, where new musician friends
start appearing with their instruments.
Get ready and let the greatest party begin!

SING AND LEARN!

Songs lyrics

Sing and learn English with Pop, Salsa and Rock songs!
These books & CD of songs are specially designed for learning English as a
Foreign Language. A fun and motivating way to learn whilst enjoying singing
and dancing from age 3. Each song comes with its instrumental version to
karaoke and sing along in the car, in the classroom or at home!
16 € • Book + CD • 15 x 21 cm • 32 pages

� AVAILABLE IN OTHER LANGUAGES:
German

Arabic

Illustrated words

A1
CEFR

SING AND LEARN
ENGLISH

SING AND LEARN
ENGLISH 2

12 SONGS

12 SONGS

Stéphane Husar,
Loïc Méhée, Adam Thomas

Stéphane Husar, Frédéric Gire,
Loïc Méhée, Tom Viguier

Chinese

Spanish
French

CD contents:
• 12 original songs
• Various modern musical songs styles : pop, jazz, salsa…
• Classical must-do topics : introduce yourself, colors, animals…
• instrumental tracks to sing along
• Bonus: how about another language? Last pages give the songs in French!

Italian
Teacher’s Guide available
for French title

Hello Kids

in Spanish

in Italian

in German

HOLA, SOY DIEGO
DE MADRID

CIAO, SONO PAOLO
DI ROMA

HALLO, ICH BIN
FELIX AUX BERLIN

Dulce Gamonal,
Laurent Audouin

Stéphane Husar,
Claire Le Grand

Anke Feuchter,
Elodie Durand

Charlie, Lily, Fiona, Max, Molly: 5 primary schools heroes welcome children into
a fun and complete immersion within the cultures of English-speaking countries.
Each double-page focuses on a theme with illustrated keywords to ease the
understanding of the story. The audio CD offers the texts read by native speaking
children from each city with local music or sound effects. A must-have series to
learn English. Age: 7+
16 € • Book-CD • 22 x 22 cm • 40 pages

Let’s Meet Diego and his
family, discover Madrid and
the Spanish way of life. Enjoy
some tapas, tortilla, and take
part in local fiestas!

HELLO, I AM MOLLY
FROM IRELAND

HELLO, I AM CHARLIE
FROM LONDON

Maisie Fieschi,
Yannick Robert

Stéphane Husar,
Yannick Robert

Come and explore Ireland with 8 year-old
Molly! Each double-page introduces you to
her familly, her school, her friends, her farm.
Illustrated keywords and a read-along CD with
sound effects will help you on your fun journey.

Ready to fly to Rome with
Paolo? Go and meet his
family, his friends, visit the
Colosseum and the Foro
Romano, taste some delicious
ice-creams, and more!

Audio CD with story read by
native children with sound
effects

Charlie, an 8-year-old boy from London will
guide you through the English capital and
show you his house, his family and of course
his city: Big Ben, the river Thames, red buses
and the famous London cabs...

HELLO, I AM FIONA
FROM SCOTLAND

HELLO, I AM LILY
FROM NEW YORK CITY

HELLO, I AM MAX
FROM SYDNEY

Mark Graham,
Mark Sofilas

Jaco, Stéphane Husar,

Stéphane Husar,
Mark Sofilas

Mylène Rigaudie

Double spreads with text
and illustration

Felix invites you to discover
life in Berlin: Enjoy a picnic
at Tiergarten Park, a cruise
on the Spree and taste a
yummy currywurst...

Illustrated keywords

Hello Kids READERS

READING GRADES CORRESPONDANCE

Following the international success of Hello, I am Charlie from London,
the HELLO KIDS READERS series has been adapted specifically for language
learners at different levels from beginner to more advanced. Each book and
CD/MP3 features young Charlie and his friends on their fun adventures around
the English-speaking world. Exciting stories with colourful illustrations, 8 pages
of fun activites, illustrated keywords and a double-page of cultural facts will
help learn and progress.

Hello Kids
READERS

EUCF

Cambridge
Young Learners English

Headwords

STARTER

A1

Starters

100

LEVEL 1

A1

Movers

150

LEVEL 2

A1 / A2

Movers

200

LEVEL 3

A2

Movers / Flyers

300

CEFR

Sue Finnie, Danièle Bourdais, Maisie Fieschi, Yannick Robert, Annalisa Ferrari

11,50 € • Book-CD • 16 x 21 cm • 40 pages • softcover with flaps
Story on
audio CD/MP3

Illustrated keywords
underlined in the story
Text with
colourful
illustrations

CHARLIE AND
THE LOCH NESS MONSTER

CHARLIE AND
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY

Charlie and his friends go on a school trip
to Scotland. They discover haunted castles,
Scottish cultures... But Charlie has got one
thing in mind: he want s to meet the Loch Ness
Monster!

It’s Charlie’s birthday. Everyone gets on the
party bus: James Bond, Peter Pan, Harry
Potter… It’s so fun! Charlie’s dad does magic
tricks. But where are Charlite’s presents?

CHARLIE AND
THE DINOSAURS

CHARLIE AND
THE QUEEN’S HAT

Sam the neighbour’s dog digs out an enormous
bone in Charlie’s garden. That night, Charlie
dreams that he falls down a tunnel with Stella.
They end up in the centre of London... full of
dinosaurs!

Charlie and his class are invited to the Queen’s
garden party. Everyone dresses up and a
bus takes thems to Buckingham Palace. The
Queen fianlly arrives, but the wind blows her
hat away! A crazy search begins...

8 pages
of fun activities

CHARLIE AND
THE PIRATE
TREASURE

CHARLIE AND
THE PHOTO
COMPETITION

CHARLIE
AND THE NOTTING
HILL CARNIVAL

CHARLIE AND
THE SPORTS DAY
SURPRISE

CHARLIE AND
THE AUSTRALIAN
ADVENTURE

Charlie and his class are
travelling to Cornwall.
They enjoy playing on the
beach, bike rides, eating
local specialties... But
pixies decide to join in.
They play tricks on the
children and lead Charlie
to a mysterious cave...

There’s a photo contest in
London. Charlie and Abdul
are good photographers.
They go to Big Ben,
Buckingham Palace and
Tower Bridge to take
fantastic photos. Who will
be the winner?

Funny people wearing
funny
costumes...Where
are they going? Charlie
and his friend Stella want
to know. They take the bus
to Notting Hill to find out.

Today is Sports Day.
Charlie’s school organises
a big competition: the
winning team will get
tickets to the Wimbledon
final. Will Charlie, Tommy
and their team win first
prize?

Charlie and his friends are
on holidays in Australia.
When they go camping in
the bush, they find a baby
kangaroo in trouble. Can
they help?

NEW

NEW

CHARLIE
AND THE CANADIAN
SNOWSTORM

CHARLIE
AND THE IRISH
PARTY

CHARLIE AND
THE TOY SHOP
GANG

CHARLIE AND
THE NEW YORK
MYSTERY

CHARLIE AND
THE GREAT FIRE OF
LONDON

Charlie and James fly
to Canada to ski and
snowboard.
It
starts
snowing… and doesn’t
stop! To safely get back
to the village, they need to
hike through the forest…
Watch out for wild animals!

Charlie and his friends
take a ferry to Ireland – it’s
party time! There is a big
street parade with music
and dancing. But why is
everything and everyone
green?...

It’s almost Christmas!
Charlie goes shopping
with his friends James and
Stella. They go to Hamleys,
the great London toy shop.
As they play video games,
they fall asleep. And the
shop closes...

Charlie and his friend
James fly to New York to
visit Charlie’s penpal. But
Lily is not there..and a
scary zombie chases them
down the street! Now they
must search the park for
their friend, and make it
out alive...

Charlie and his class go
on a school excursion to
the Monument to learn
about the Great Fire of
London. Charlie and his
friend Pierre open a door
and travel back in time to
1666...

VIENS VOIR MA VILLE !
COME AND SEE MY CITY is a colourful series of 12 picture books IN FRENCH featuring
children from cities around the world who invite us into their home and school.
With each book, a free mp3 with story and sounds of the city!
22 x 22 cm • 40 pages • hardcover

MARIE DE PARIS

EVA DE STOCKHOLM

PING PING DE PÉKIN

CHARLIE DE LONDRES

FELIX DE BERLIN

Meet Marie and discover
the Parisian way of life, her
house, her family, her school
and her friends, the bateauxmouches boats, Montmartre
and more…

Meet Eva and discover the
Swedish way of life, her
house, family, school and her
friends. Enjoy a cruise around
the islands, celebrate Santa
Lucia...

Come on a fun tour of Beijing
with Ping Ping to meet his
family and friends… Learn
about the Chinese way of life,
discover the Great Wall and
celebrate the Chinese New
Year...

Charlie, an 8 year old boy from
London will guide you through
the English capital and show
you his house, his family and
of course his city: Big Ben, the
river Thames, red buses and
the famous London cabs...

Felix invites you to discover
life in Berlin: Enjoy a picnic
at Tiergarten Park, a cruise
on the Spree and taste a
yummy currywurst...

Isabelle Pellegrini,
Camille Garoche

Isabelle Pellegrini,
Charline Picard

Stéphanie Ollivier,
Sun Hsin-Yu

Stéphane Husar,
Yannick Robert

PAOLO DE ROME

DIEGO DE MADRID

NAVANI DE DELHI

LILY DE NEW YORK

Ready to fly to Rome with
Paolo? Go and meet his
family, his friends, visit
the Colosseum and the
Foro Romano, taste some
delicious ice-creams…and
more!

Meet Diego and his family,
discover Madrid and the
Spanish way of life. Enjoy
some tapas, tortilla, and
take part in local fiestas!

Let’s take off to India! Navani
is taking us through the
bazaars of Delhi and its
temples. Let’s not forget the
Taj-Mahal and tasty Indian
cuisine…

Let’s go to New York. Lily will
introduce you to her family,
friends, school and show
you around, from the Statue
of Liberty to treack-or
treating for Halloween!

Stéphane Husar,
Claire Le Grand

Dulce Gamonal,
Laurent Audouin

Anne Benoit-Renard,
Mylène Rigaudie

Stéphane Husar,
Mylène Rigaudie

Anke Feuchter,
Élodie Durand

MIYAKO DE TOKYO

Miho Yamada,
Camille Garoche

Miyako invites you to meet
her family and friends, visit
Mount Fuji, taste yummy
sushi, listen to koto and
enjoy an afternoon of
Sumo...

PICTURE BOOKS
Reading in English has never been so fun!
This selection of high quality books with beautiful illustrations will motivate
children to read.

� Available in French and English

� Available in French and English
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LONDON MYSTERY CLUB

LONDON MYSTERY CLUB

A WEREWOLF IN HYDE PARK (BOOK 1)

A MUMMY ON THE TUBE (BOOK 2)

Davide Cali, Yannick Robert

Davide Cali, Annalisa Ferrari

23 x 29 cm • 56 pages • 15 €

23 x 29 cm • 56 pages • 15 €

� Available in French:

� Available in French:

LONDON MYSTERY CLUB

LONDON MYSTERY CLUB

LE LOUP-GAROU DE HYDE PARK

UNE MOMIE DANS LE MÉTRO

For more picture books in French,
check our French catalogue or our rights list
at www.abcmelody.com

MARIE FROM PARIS +

WHERE IS MY CAT? +

Isabelle Pellegrini, Camille Garoche

Camille Garoche

22 x 22 cm • 40 pages • 14 €

21 x 25 cm • 32 pages • 14,50 €

� Available in French and English

MY PONY FROM PARIS
Béatrice Fontanel, Sun Hsin-Yu
23 x 29 cm • 40 pages • 14 €

� Available in French and English

THE BACON BROTHERS
Davide Cali, Ronan Badel

23 x 29 cm • 40 pages • 14 €

